The present note gives an answer to the converse question, that of finding restrictions on the location of the zeros of p(z) when all the ratios (1) are known to lie in a given sector of the plane.
Theorem. Let the ratios (1) all lie in the sector S: 6 --=" arg z g 6 + -(h = n). n h n h and this is the best bound possible.
Since the relative positions of the zeros of p(z) and the ratios (1) are not altered by rotations, we may, by a suitable preliminary rotation, make 0 = 0. We may also assume that the leading coefficient of p(z) is unity.
The theorem is proved first under the assumption that all the coefficients of p(z) are nonzero. We may then write
If z0= | Zo| ei<T+a) = -| zo| eia, if f/-|fy| e»¡ (allj), and if we let 0n = 0 for This finishes the proof for polynomials with nonvanishing coefficients.
To show that our theorem holds for a polynomial p(z) with one or more zero coefficients, we consider the polynomial q(z) obtained by inserting terms into p(z) as follows: Into each gap, where a¡, aJ+s
